DOMINION:
Serbian Technology
with Chinese Characteristics

HUAWEI TENTACLES IN EASTERN EUROPE
Roaming Networks, a relatively unknown corporation based in Serbia run by oligarch Nenad Kovac1, was selected as the enterprise
partner of Huawei (CCP) to install their technology into eastern Europe.2 Roaming Networks …
1) Installed Huawei radio communications equipment in Serbia for multiple telecom corporations;
2) Worked with T-Mobile in Austria to install Huawei equipment for 3600 cell towers; and
3) Built a large CCTV system in Belgrade for a “safe city project” using turnkey Huawei FTTx network equipment. Denmark’s TDC
Telecom also received a Huawei injection. Roaming enabled CCP-owned Huawei to run the Serbian nationwide transport network,
including railways, electric power, and wind. Roaming built their own HQ data center using Huawei tech, and w as rewarded with
the design, implementation, and 24x7 maintenance of the Bank of China. Even the National Assembly of Serbia is now wired with
Huawei. In 2017, they lost their license to operate in Denmark.3

Figure 2 – http://www.roamingnetworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/RN-INC-General-Presentation-v5.6-06082021.pdf

Figure 1 – http://www.roamingnetworks.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/RN-INC-General-Presentation-v5.6-06082021.pdf
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DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS
Dominion Voting Systems Corporation is located at OSMANA DJIKICA 18, 11060, Beograd Serbia.4 It is registered as a Computer
Systems Design company.5 One of the software engineers is Ivan Yukovic, designing Election Management Systems (EMS) used in
U.S. elections. Srjdan Nogo, a former Serbian Member of Parliament, identified connections between Serbian government, tech
companies, George Soros, and the former VP Joe Biden.6 He confirmed Dominion used the Serbian company as their software design
team. As he began writing about the US election and his discoveries about where the Dominion software was actually designed and
maintained, Bojan Djordjevic, listed as the legal representative of the Serbian company, began responding to him and trying to explain.7

Figure 3 – https://goo.gl/maps/AoPkL3YkeaDWxHXUA
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Figure 4 – formerly hosted on Dominion website prior to 2020 election

https://www.dnb.com/business-directory/company-profiles.dominion_voting_systems_corporation_%28europe%29_ogranak_beograd_%28palilula%29.9a0c6dfa28b4af3111f4fdce6ca6274e.html
ibid
6 https://srbin.info/svet/the-serbian-software-and-the-election-fraud-in-usa/
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HUAWEI, THE CHINESE TECH DRAGON
On May 16, 2019, the United States BIS added Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. and many of its non-U.S. affiliates to the Entity List.

Figure 5 – https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/pdfs/2447-huawei-entity-listing-faqs/file

The addition of Huawei and its affiliates to the Entity List imposed a license requirement on the listed entities supplemental to those
found elsewhere in the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). 8
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https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/pdfs/2447-huawei-entity-listing-faqs/file

AMERICAN “VOTING” WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS
Dominion Voting Systems uses Roaming Networks, the Serbian Huawei partner: Implementation all flash Pure storage solution on
primary Data Center.9 And Dominion hardware is Made In China. So how much Huawei related technology may be present in either
the data center or the election equipment? And who does the testing of this Chinese sourced hardware?

Figure 6 – https://www.roamingnetworks.com/?page_id=107&lang=en
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Figure 7 – Sacramento California election warehouse

